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ABSTRACT

In many liquid-phase synthesis methods developed to produce nanomaterials, the key parameters governing the selective synthesis of solids and compounds are clearly identified, e.g. heat treatment profile, precursors solubility, pH, etc. Most of these well-understood approaches rely on relatively low temperature processes, below 400 °C, where conventional solvents are still stable. Interestingly, thermally stable inorganic molten salts enable to widen the temperature range for liquid-phase syntheses. They provide access to other families of crystalline solids requiring higher temperatures, as multicationic oxides. Nonetheless, the mechanisms that govern solid state formation and phase selection when different compounds compete are poorly understood. Herein, we report how experimental parameters, such as temperature, time, reaction medium
composition and solvent oxo-basicity, enable to drive the synthesis mechanisms in molten salts towards nanoscaled multicationic oxides. We especially enlighten the phase-selective synthesis of pseudo-cubic perovskite LaNiO$_3$ and layered Ruddlesden-Popper phases La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$ at the nanoscale, by suggesting that the oxidation state of the metallic precursor plays a key role in the reaction pathway. This allows designing electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reaction.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, bottom-up nanomaterials synthesis has delivered exciting properties, with a plethora of nanoparticles accessible through solution chemistry, mostly in water or organic solvents. These liquids limit the synthesis temperature up to 350-400 °C. In this temperature range, metallic and ionic solids are easily crystallized. On the opposite, solids bearing a strong covalence character exhibit low crystallinity and even an amorphous character when they are prepared by liquid-phase synthesis. Indeed, such solids require a high temperature to overcome the energy barrier of crystallization, which includes reorganization of directional and strong bonds into the solid. Such high temperatures are energetically costly and trigger large crystal growth, hence inhibiting our ability to synthesize individualized nanoparticles.

This limit can be overcome by performing nanoparticles synthesis in molten salts. These liquid media are especially suited for high temperature syntheses (generally up to 1000 °C), because they are thermally stable, exhibit low vapor pressure and provide liquid media for the synthesis of nanoparticles with an increased reaction rate compared
to solid-state processes. These enhanced kinetics result in a decrease in the grain size.

Molten salts are then ideal to synthesize solids that need harsh conditions to crystallize through solid-state processes. Other advantages of molten salts encompass their low cost, low environmental impact and easy implementation at the large scale, as shown by their current industrial applications. Molten salts have delivered materials previously not available at the nanoscale such as some multicationic oxides, borides, carbides, group VI semiconductors, etc. Despite numerous examples showing the rich versatility of molten salts for synthesis, reports dealing with reaction mechanisms in these media are scarce. Mechanistic studies would allow better understanding of nanoparticles formation in molten salts, enable selective synthesis of solids, and further provide design rules towards nanomaterials with tuned properties.

The perovskite structure can accommodate various anions and cations and shows a high compositional versatility to address various application fields. This diversity is reflected into related materials such as Ruddlesden-Popper phases (RPs) with stoichiometry $A_{n+1}B_nO_{3n+1}$ (or $(AO)(ABO_3)_n$, n=1, 2…). RPs are built on $nABO_3$ perovskite
layers alternating with a AO rock-salt layer. Their transport properties are characteristic of two-dimensional materials. AO layers and oxygen non-stoichiometry provide additional oxygen ion transport compared to the cubic perovskite structure. Nickel-based perovskites exhibit structural and compositional versatility, adjustable nickel oxidation state, ionic and/or electronic conductivity that make these materials widely studied for spintronics, as redox catalysts in NO\textsubscript{x} elimination, and as electrocatalysts of the oxygen reduction reaction in cathodes of Li–O\textsubscript{2} batteries and solid oxide fuel cells.

Nickel-based perovskites have been produced through solid–state synthesis above 1000 °C, yielding large crystals with uncontrolled morphology. Sol-gel pathways have also been explored to produce materials with smaller crystal size. Yet, the thermal post-treatment required for crystallization hinders size and morphology control, and delivers crystals with large amounts of defects that limit charge transport. Molten salts are then promising media for lowering the synthesis temperature of nickel-based perovskites, to achieve smaller and more crystallized nanoparticles for tuning catalytic properties.
In this work, we demonstrate that a careful choice of the synthesis media and reaction conditions enables the production of LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and SrLaNiO$_4$ nanoparticles through molten salts synthesis (Scheme 1). The synthesis mechanisms are studied to highlight the parameters governing the formation of nanoscaled multicationic oxides with controlled crystal structure. We then show that controlling the adequate synthesis parameters enables to tune the electrocatalytic activity of nickel-based perovskites for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in alkaline solution.

**Scheme 1.** Schematic representation of selective molten salt syntheses of Ni perovskites.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis. All reagents were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, otherwise written, and used as received without further purification. The amounts of precursors used in each synthesis are the following: Pseudo–cubic \( \text{LaNiO}_3 \) synthesis: 6.5 mmol of \( \text{Ni(NO}_3)_2 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), 6.5 mmol of \( \text{La(NO}_3)_3 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), and 65 mmol of KNO\(_3\) or 95 mmol of NaNO\(_2\). Layered \( \text{La}_2\text{NiO}_4 \) synthesis: 6.5 mmol of \( \text{Ni(NO}_3)_2 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), 13 mmol of \( \text{La(NO}_3)_3 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), and 65 mmol of KNO\(_3\) or 95 mmol of NaNO\(_2\). Layered \( \text{LaSrNiO}_4 \) synthesis: 6.5 mmol of \( \text{Ni(NO}_3)_2 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), 6.5 mmol of \( \text{La(NO}_3)_3 \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \), 6.5 mmol of \( \text{Sr(NO}_3)_2 \) and 95.2 mmol of NaNO\(_2\).

For each synthesis, the reagents were mixed with a few drops of ethanol, milled by using a Retsch MM400 ball miller with 50 mL stainless steel bowls filled with one ball. The resulting powder was dried under vacuum at 40 °C overnight. 2.5 g of each mixture was introduced in an alumina crucible and treated in a preheated oven at the corresponding temperature and time discussed in this work. Then, the reaction was quenched at room temperature by removing the crucible from the oven. The resulting black powder was
washed by centrifugation with deionized water several times and dried under vacuum at
room temperature overnight.

Seeded syntheses were performed to convert previous synthesized particles (seeds) into
other perovskites: $\text{LaNiO}_3$: 0.25 g of $\text{La}_2\text{NiO}_4$, 0.6 mmol of $\text{Ni(NO}_3\text{)}_2\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and 2.5 g of
$\text{NaNO}_2$ were milled in an agate mortar and dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This
mixture was introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at several temperatures and
times. $\text{La}_2\text{NiO}_4$: 0.25 g of $\text{LaNiO}_3$, 0.1 mmol of $\text{La(NO}_3\text{)}_3\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and 2.5 g of $\text{NaNO}_2$ were
milled in an agate mortar and dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This mixture was
introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at 800 °C for 0.5 hours. $\text{LaSrNiO}_4$: 0.25 g
of $\text{LaNiO}_3$ or 0.41 g of $\text{La}_2\text{NiO}_4$, 0.1 mmol of $\text{Sr(NO}_3\text{)}_2$ and 2.5 g of $\text{NaNO}_2$ were milled in
an agate mortar and dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This mixture was introduced
in an alumina crucible and treated at 800 °C. After 1 hour, all reaction media were
quenched at room temperature, washed with deionized water several times and dried at
room temperature under vacuum overnight.
Stability tests of the preformed materials in the reaction media, so-called “blank experiments” were performed with 0.25 g of the previously synthesized material, which was mixed with 2.5 g of NaNO$_2$ and milled in an agate mortar, then dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This mixture was introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at the same temperature and time required for obtaining the targeted material (optimal conditions previously studied). Then, the synthesis media was quenched at room temperature and the as-synthesized material was washed with deionized water several times and dried at room temperature under vacuum overnight.

**Characterization.** Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was carried out on a JEOL JEM2100Plus LaB$_6$ working at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV and field–emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a Hitachi SU–70 microscope. XRD and electron diffraction patterns were indexed along the 00-033-0711, 00-034-0314, 04-007-0158 references from the PDF-4 database for LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$, LaSrNiO$_4$, respectively. The atomic composition was
measured by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP–OES) on a
Varian Vista analyzer. The surface area was calculated from the adsorption branch of the
N₂ sorption isotherm according to the BET method at 77 K using an ASAP 2010
equipment. Prior to sorption measurements, the powders were degassed at 300 °C for
4h.

The electrocatalytic properties were studied through a three-electrode setup, using a
rotating disk electrode (RDE) made of glassy carbon as working electrode, a Pt wire as a
counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl electrode as reference connected to a VPS Biologic
potentiostat. As previously described,²⁶ a conductive ink containing the electrocatalyst
(10 mg), black carbon (10 mg) and Nafion (435 µL) in ethanol (10 mL) was deposited on
the polished glassy carbon (0.07 cm²) of the RDE after sonification for 1 hour and then
dried for 1 hour. 10 µL were deposited for performing cyclic voltammetry (CV) and lower
amounts (2 µL) of the ink were used in order to see the catalyst deactivation during
chronopotentiometry (current density: 0.5 mA cm⁻²disk). For comparison with benchmark
catalysts a ink with 20 % Pt/C (Alfa Aesar) was prepared using 12.5 mg of the material and
the same amounts of EtOH and Nafion-117 as before. 1.5 µL of this ink was deposited on the GC electrode for performing the CV. The films were hydrated with one drop of 0.1 M KOH electrolyte during 30 min before the experiments. All the measurements were performed in O_2-saturated electrolyte at a 10 mV s^{-1} scan rate and a rotation rate of 1600 rpm. Each experiment was repeated 3 times to ensure reproducibility. Especially, the Koutecky-Levich analysis was performed for each sample on three different electrodes. The number of electrons exchanged was evaluated by averaging the two CV branches for each measurement. The numbers of electrons calculated for three different electrodes were then averaged and the different measurements enabled to evaluate the uncertainty at ±0.2 for each sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The synthesis of LaNiO_3 and La_2NiO_4 was performed using metal nitrates (La(III) and Ni(II)) of varying ratios. KNO_3 was used as solvent to dissolve metal nitrates and to efficiently supply oxygen for the synthesis of perovskites. The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the LaNiO_3 system (Figure S1) indicate that high temperature (800 °C)
treatments and long reaction times (6 hours) are needed to obtain pure LaNiO$_3$. When the ratio of La and Ni reagents is adjusted to target La$_2$NiO$_4$, even prolonged heating at 800 °C for 14 h yields LaNiO$_3$ as the major product with a small amount of La$_2$NiO$_4$ (Figure S2). The results suggest that in KNO$_3$, the reagents are not sufficiently reactive to yield LaNiO$_3$ below 800 °C and to form single-phase La$_2$NiO$_4$. We then investigated a solvent prone to increase the reactivity of the initial metal salts by acting as a better O$^{2-}$ source.

NaNO$_2$ is a good candidate thanks to its high oxo-basicity.$^{28}$ NaNO$_2$ has been efficiently used as synthesis medium for several systems including ZrO$_2$, $^{28-30}$ MgO,$^{31}$ La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{1.5}$MnO$_4$. $^{26}$ Indeed, the reactivity of Ni(II) and La(III) nitrates drastically increases in NaNO$_2$ (Figure 1a). NaNO$_2$ yields a mixture of LaNiO$_3$ and La$_2$NiO$_4$ at 600 °C (Figure 1a), while LaNiO$_3$ could not be detected in KNO$_3$ in similar conditions (Figure S1). The proportion of LaNiO$_3$ increases with the reaction time, as shown by the increased relative intensity of the corresponding XRD peaks. Minor amounts of NiO are also detected at 600 °C (Figure 1a). The crystal size calculated from XRD for LaNiO$_3$ obtained at
600 °C/8 h is 33 nm and the surface area is 9 m² g⁻¹ according to N₂ sorption. Inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) analysis confirmed the expected La:Ni ratio 1:1.

Scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron microscopies show that LaNiO₃ is
composed of well faceted truncated cubes with an average size of 100 nm (Figure 1b–d).
Smaller 20 nm particles are also visible in these images. Energy dispersive X–ray (EDX)
analysis indicates only the presence of Ni and O in these particles, in agreement with high
resolution TEM (HRTEM, Figure S3) indicating the NiO structure, as powder XRD
(Figure 1a). Focusing on the 100 nm particles (Figure 1e), the selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern can be indexed over LaNiO₃ structure. Interestingly, seemingly
aggregated particles show a single crystal–like pattern, indicating highly oriented crystals.

Figure 1f shows a HRTEM micrograph of a particle
Figure 1. (a) XRD diagrams of the powders obtained at different temperatures and reaction times when targeting LaNiO$_3$ in NaNO$_2$. Electron microscopy study of LaNiO$_3$ (600 °C/8h): (b–d) SEM and (e) TEM images (inset shows the corresponding SAED
pattern of the particles ensemble. (f, g) HRTEM image (inset shows the corresponding FFT). The SAED and FFT are indexed along the LaNiO$_3$ structure.

of 80 nm diameter, which can again be fully indexed on the LaNiO$_3$ structure. The material is then composed of a majority of ~100 nm LaNiO$_3$ cubes with small amounts of 20 nm NiO particles. The LaNiO$_3$ particle size measured by electron microscopy is larger than the one calculated by XRD. This discrepancy might originate from the ~100 nm particles (Figure 1d and 1g) being formed by aggregation of smaller cubic particles. ~30 nm cubic particles are indeed perfectly oriented in respect to each other within large cubes. The defects at the grain boundaries may limit the lattice coherence, yielding small XRD crystal size, even if the primary grains are iso-oriented as shown by SAED and HRTEM.

When the La:Ni ratio is increased in order to obtain the RP phase La$_2$NiO$_4$, the behavior of the reaction medium changes completely. At 600 °C, the product is a mixture of La(OH)$_3$ and La$_2$NiO$_4$ (Figure 2a). The content of the RP phase increases with the temperature up to 800 °C. When the reaction time is increased from 0.5 h to 2 h, the layered phase disappears at the benefit of hydroxides. Then, in the optimal
temperature/time conditions (800 °C/0.5 h), the La:Ni ratio was adjusted by decreasing
the La concentration and keeping constant the Ni content, in order to avoid the formation
of La(OH)$_3$ impurity. For the nominal ratio La:Ni = 1.8:1, the La(OH)$_3$ content is minimized
(Figure S4). The material then consists in La$_2$NiO$_4$ with minor amounts of lanthanum
hydroxide. The La$_2$NiO$_4$ crystal size calculated from XRD patterns is 76 nm and the
surface area evaluated by N$_2$ adsorption is 9 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$. The composition evaluated by ICP
analysis matches La$_2$NiO$_4$. SEM and TEM indicate that La$_2$NiO$_4$ is composed of faceted
60 nm nanoparticles (Figure 2b–e), in agreement with the Scherrer crystallite size. SAED
shows that the material is composed by single crystal nanoparticles randomly oriented
(Figure 2c). Some grain boundaries can also be observed, showing iso–oriented crystals
(Figure 2d and e).
Figure 2. (a) XRD diagrams of the powders obtained at different temperatures and reaction times when targeting La$_2$NiO$_4$ in NaNO$_2$. Electron microscopy images of La$_2$NiO$_4$ (800 °C/0.5h) (b) SEM and (c and d) low magnification TEM images (inset in c shows the corresponding SAED pattern indexed along the La$_2$NiO$_4$ structure). (e) HRTEM image
(insets shows the corresponding FFTs of each area in the squares. They are indexed along the La$_2$NiO$_4$ structure).

Compared to KNO$_3$, the use of NaNO$_2$ as solvent enables a 200 °C decrease of the reaction temperature for obtaining the pseudo-cubic perovskite. On the other side, the selectivity towards the layered perovskite structure drastically increases, so that the pseudo-cubic phase could not be detected in the whole synthesis temperature range. The higher Lux-Flood basicity that NO$_2^-$ shows compared to NO$_3^-$ indicates its larger propensity to deliver O$_2^-$ in the synthesis media.$^{28}$ Indeed the dissociation constant to oxide anions is 10$^{10}$ higher for nitrites than for nitrates.$^{28}$ The increase in the O$_2^-$ concentration, namely the oxo-basicity, may equalize cations reactivity, as it is reported in aqueous media with Brønsted basicity at high pH.$^{32}$ Such a behavior is also well documented in non-hydrolytic sol-gel synthesis of titanate perovskites,$^{33}$ which results from the reactivity of the different cations being very similar in e.g. benzylic alcool.$^{33}$ Hence, the increase in oxo-basicity should result in the common incorporation of different cations in the same compound. The higher oxo-basicity of molten nitrites also drives
phase selectivity to oxygen-rich solids, hence favoring the RP phase versus the pseudo-
cubic perovskite.

The high versatility of molten salt syntheses allowed expanding the range of layered
perovskites by replacing lanthanum with strontium. Figure 3a shows the evolution of the
crystalline structure as a function of the synthesis temperature and time towards
LaSrNiO$_4$. At 600 °C, the XRD peaks can be assigned to La$_2$NiO$_4$, which is confirmed by
EDX that does not detect Sr. By increasing the temperature, Sr could be incorporated in
the material (La$_2$NiO$_4$ and Sr$_4$Ni$_3$O$_9$ at 700 °C). At 800 °C and 0.5 h, the peaks
corresponding to (103) and (110) planes of the layered perovskite structure show a
shoulder, which indicates the presence of La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$. After 1 h at 800 °C,
La$_2$NiO$_4$ disappears and LaSrNiO$_4$ remains the major product. The XRD crystal size of
LaSrNiO$_4$ is 49 nm, with a BET surface area of 13 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ and a well faceted
**Figure 3.** (a) XRD diagrams of the powders obtained at different temperatures and reaction times when targeting LaSrNiO$_4$ in NaNO$_2$. (b) SEM and (c) TEM micrographs of LaSrNiO$_4$ obtained at 800 °C/1h.

morphology of platelets of 100–200 nm basal face and 50 nm thickness (Figure 3b and c). If the synthesis time is prolonged beyond 1 h, the XRD peaks of the layered compound disappear, showing that the RP phase decomposes. The final product obtained after
washing is composed of several single cation hydroxides. No significant change in the XRD patterns (Figure S5), morphology (Figure S6a and b) and composition (Table S1) was observed when the content of strontium in the reaction medium was increased. When no strontium was introduced, the product was a mixture of different single cation (oxy)hydroxides. This observation highlights the importance of strontium to stabilize the Ruddlesden-Popper structure, in good agreement with the decomposition of La$_2$NiO$_4$ at 800 °C/1h (Figure 3a). A slight shift of (103) and (110) planes towards lower angles is observed when the Sr content decreases, in agreement with the decreasing amount of strontium in the materials (Table S1) and the expected increase of the lattice parameters in relation with the ionic radii of La(III) (1.15 Å) and Sr(II) (1.13 Å). The material with the lowest strontium content (La:Ni:Sr 1:1:0.2) shows particle a size around 70 nm very similar that the one when targeting La$_2$NiO$_4$ (Figure S6c and d).

A common feature is observed for the pathways of crystallization in all the syntheses reported above. In the two systems LaNiO$_3$ and LaSrNiO$_4$, low temperatures and short reaction times result La$_2$NiO$_4$ as an intermediate product. Such behavior can be explained
on the basis of nickel oxidation state (OS). The nickel precursor used in the synthesis is nickel(II) species, as in the intermediate phase La$_2$NiO$_4$. Hence, the two different reaction media evolve through a first step involving no redox processes, but only the basicity of the solvent: the first step consists in the evolution through constant oxidation state Ni(II). Then, in a second step, nickel appears to be oxidized to Ni(III) and yield LaNiO$_3$ and LaSrNiO$_4$, depending on the medium composition. Hence, we suggest that the nickel oxidation state drives phase selectivity during the synthesis (Scheme 1).

Scheme 2. Proposed mechanisms involved in the synthesis of nickel-based perovskites.

If the nickel oxidation state drives the crystallization pathways of nickel-based perovskites in NaNO$_2$, the mechanisms of transformation from the intermediate phase La$_2$NiO$_4$ to the
final compounds in molten NaNO₂ require further discussion. In order to shed light on this aspect, syntheses have been performed by using preformed perovskite particles in the presence (seeded synthesis) and in the absence (blank synthesis) of the metal salt precursor required to reach the adequate stoichiometry in the final product.

Treating La₂NiO₄ in molten NaNO₂ without metal salt, the structure is stable in that solvent at 600 °C for 8 h, the conditions of formation of LaNiO₃ (Figures 1 and SI7a). The particle size however increases to 100 nm (Figure S8), which is probably caused by severe heat-treatment conditions. When the stoichiometric amount of Ni(NO₃)₂·6H₂O is introduced in order to reach LaNiO₃, the phase evolution observed (Figure S7b and c) is similar to the direct synthesis of LaNiO₃ from the metal salts. When the temperature of synthesis is raised to 800 °C, the perovskite structure decomposes, yielding (oxy)hydroxides (Figure S7d). These species are observed after washing the NaNO₂ salt with water. They most probably indicate dissolution of the perovskite into molten NaNO₂. TEM micrographs (Figure S9, S10 and S11) of the intermediate sample formed from the La₂NiO₄ seeds (600 °C/1h) show particles of 100–200 nm surrounded by nanoparticles of 50 nm, and
smaller nanoparticles of 5 nm. The elemental distribution of this intermediate state was mapped by Scanning TEM coupled to Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (STEM–EDS, Figures S10 and S11). The 100–200 nm and 50 nm cubes are composed by La, Ni and O homogeneously distributed, while smaller 5 nm particles are made of Ni and O. HRTEM (Figure S12) shows that the crystal lattice of the 100-200 nm cubic particles corresponds to the LaNiO$_3$ structure, in agreement with the colocation of La, Ni and O. The 50 nm particles show lattice fringes in agreement with the La$_2$NiO$_4$ structure (Figure S13), while the ~5 nm particles at the surface of the larger ones are amorphous and composed by Ni and O. Finally, the sample obtained after 8 h at 600 °C (Figure S14) shows the same 100 nm well faceted cubic morphology as in the original synthesis from the La(III) and Ni(II) salts.

The stability of La$_2$NiO$_4$ particles in molten NaNO$_2$ in the conditions of formation of LaNiO$_3$ (temperature, time), and their morphological, structural and compositional evolution when reacted with nickel (II) nitrate suggest that the formation of LaNiO$_3$ goes through insertion of the dissolved nickel(II) species into the layered RP La$_2$NiO$_4$ structure (Scheme 1). This
cation insertion may occur through a topochemical transformation, as observed for several layered perovskites. A hint of such a reaction mechanism may be found in the persistence of the morphology of the La$_2$NiO$_4$ particles in the final product. In the present case, the LaNiO$_3$ product from the seeded synthesis is obtained as particles of c.a. 100 nm. During the transformation, one can distinguish smaller building blocks (Figure S12) also observed in the direct synthesis from the metal salts (Figure 1g). These blocks may be originally the ca. 50 nm La$_2$NiO$_4$ nanoparticles that have reacted and coalesced.

Blank and seeded syntheses from LaNiO$_3$ and La$_2$NiO$_4$ particles in the same conditions of synthesis of La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$, respectively, yield mixtures of (oxy)hydroxides after washing (Figure S15 and S16). Therefore, the precursor particles were decomposed and the cations were dissolved in the reaction medium. This observation suggests that the synthesis goes through a dissolution-reprecipitation mechanism (Scheme 1). The difference in the synthesis mechanism toward LaNiO$_3$ on one side, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$ on the other side, going through topochemical transformation and dissolution-reprecipitation, respectively, can be explained in terms of synthesis temperatures. Indeed,
it is possible to hypothesize that at 600 °C, the temperature may not be sufficient to trigger
dissolution of intermediate La$_2$NiO$_4$, so that its transformation to pseudo-cubic LaNiO$_3$
occurs within the La$_2$NiO$_4$ particles. At higher temperature, 800 °C, the dissolution of
intermediate phases is increased and enables crystallization by dissolution followed by
re-precipitation (Scheme 1).

The diversity of nanostructured ligand-free nickel-based perovskites, with lack of defects,
obtained through molten salts synthesis provides a unique opportunity to study the
influence of the crystal structure of perovskite-related oxides in the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). In order to study these properties, a conductive ink was prepared with
each catalyst and deposited on a rotating disk electrode (RDE), as described in the
experimental section. The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded using a three
electrode setup, at a rotating speed of 1600 rpm, in O$_2$ saturated 0.1M KOH. Note that
the possible impurities detected by XRD (lanthanum hydroxide, nickel oxide) are not
active$^{35}$ in ORR so that the electrocatalytic activities measured originate from the
perovskite materials.
Figure 4. (a) Cyclic voltammograms in ORR conditions (oxide surface-normalized specific activity, O$_2$-saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte) of (a) LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and SrLaNiO$_4$ at 1600 rpm. The inset shows a zoom of the onset region. (b) Chronopotentiometry curve of LaNiO$_3$ at 0.5 mA cm$^{-2}_{\text{disk}}$. (c and d) TEM images of LaNiO$_3$ after chronopotentiometry. The light contrast particles of 50 nm in (c) are carbon black particles used as conductive additive.
The oxide surface area-normalized cyclic voltammograms (CVs) (Figure 4a, Figure S17) show that LaNiO$_3$ is the most active material followed by La$_2$NiO$_4$ and SrLaNiO$_4$ with a potential at 25 µA cm$^{-2}_{\text{ox}}$ of 0.91, 0.71 and 0.66 V/RHE, respectively. Tafel slopes (Figure S18) are 56, 208 and 152 mV·dec$^{-1}$ for LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$ respectively, in good agreement with previous works$^{36}$ and with the overpotentials described above, where the most active materials show lower slopes. The values obtained for LaNiO$_3$ are in agreement with the values previously reported on bulk materials,$^{19,37}$ thus highlighting the high crystallinity of the nanoparticles. Noteworthy, crystallization and significant electrocatalytic activity are triggered by syntheses in molten salts at lower temperature than by using sol-gel and solid-state derived methodologies. LaNiO$_3$ shows a half-wave potential of 0.61 V vs RHE. This value is lower than for the benchmark Pt/C electrocatalyst (Figure S19) but is comparable to other active perovskites.$^{38}$ As other perovskite electrocatalysts, the nickelates reported herein have the advantage of not containing any precious metal.
The order of activity LaNiO$_3$ > La$_2$NiO$_4$ > SrLaNiO$_4$ can be explained by the filling of the Ni 3d orbitals.$^{19}$ According to Shao- Horn et al.$^{19}$ perovskites bearing B-site transition metals with configurations d$^4$ or d$^7$ show the highest ORR activity because e$_g$ degenerated orbitals hold one electron for optimal O$_2$ adsorption.$^{19}$ The d$^7$ configuration of nickel in LaNi$_{III}$O$_3$ then explains its highest activity. On the contrary, La$_2$NiO$_4$ exhibits a d$^8$ configuration with lower activity. SrLaNi$_{III}$O$_4$ seems to deviate from the d$^4$/d$^7$ rule as it shows the lowest activity despite a d$^7$ configuration. Surface termination with Sr$^{2+}$ and La$^{3+}$ cations instead of catalytically active nickel may explain this discrepancy. The number of electrons involved in the ORR according to the Koutecky-Levich analysis (Figures S20, S21 and S22) is 3.5, 3.4 and 3.0 ($\pm$0.2) electrons per O$_2$ for LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and SrLaNiO$_4$ respectively, suggesting a mixture of 4- and 2- electron mechanisms. The stability of LaNiO$_3$ during ORR was studied with chronopotentiometry (Figure 4b), showing only a slight deactivation during 24 hours operation. The potential required for reaching a current density of 0.5 mA cm$^{-2}$_{disk} evolves from -0.65 to -0.58 V/RHE. This is reflected in the downward shift of the CVs from the initial state to the final state (Figure S23). This slight decay may arise from the partial reduction of Ni(III) to
less active Ni(II) under the reductive conditions applied during the stability test. HRTEM (Figure 4c-d) shows no significant change of the well faceted cubic morphology after chronopotentiometry. In addition, STEM-EDS mapping for LaNiO$_3$ after chronopotentiometry shows homogeneous Ni and La distribution (Figure S24), while the atomic composition remains constant, according to EDS analysis. These data further support the stability of the LaNiO$_3$ particles under operation thanks to their high crystallinity.

CONCLUSION

In this work an accurate choice of the synthetic conditions (temperature, time and solvent oxo-basicity) in molten salts led to the selective synthesis of LaNiO$_3$, La$_2$NiO$_4$ and LaSrNiO$_4$ as new nanomaterials that are active electrocatalysts of the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline media. Reaction intermediates were identified to shed light on the key parameters controlling the formation of nickel-based perovskites in molten salts. Nickel oxidation state governs the perovskite formation, through a common low oxidation state
Ni(II) intermediate (La$_2$NiO$_4$) formed from a Ni(II) salt precursor. The intermediate La$_2$NiO$_4$ phase then evolves to structures with higher Ni oxidation state depending on the composition of the reaction medium and on the temperature. Low temperatures (600 °C) favor a topochemical transformation where nickel species in solution are inserted into the reaction intermediate La$_2$NiO$_4$. At higher temperature, the energy input is high enough to trigger dissolution of the precursors promoting a dissolution-reprecipitation pathway.

These results highlight experimental descriptors that govern the formation of nanoparticles of multicationic oxides in molten salts media. We suggest that the oxidation state of the precursor determines the nature of the reaction intermediate, whose further evolution is driven by the composition of the medium and the temperature. These reaction rules should enable further design of synthesis protocols towards multicationic oxides at nanoscale and electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction and the oxygen evolution reaction.
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